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Learning Objectives
1. What is resiliency?
2. What is the diﬀerence between resiliency and sustainability?
3. How can you and your agency incorporate resiliency into
land management planning?

What has
been your
favorite part
of COSA?

1.
2.

Text CUMENV767 to 37607 to
join session
Then text your message

What are your
organization’s
most pressing
management
challenge(s)?

1.
2.

Text CUMENV767 to 37607 to
join session
Then text your message

Jeﬀerson County Open Space
(JCOS)
“Preserve open space and parkland, protect park
and natural resources, [and] provide healthy,
nature based experiences”
Founded in 1972
28 open space parks | 56,000 acres |244 miles of trails

Colorado Resiliency Framework

City of Boulder Resilience Strategy

Sustainability vs. Resiliency
SUSTAINABILITY

RESILIENCY

System equilibrium

System ﬂexibility

Maintaining balance at a
ﬁxed point

Promoting adaptability
to shifting balance
points

Prioritizes internal
system functions over
mitigating external
disturbances

Concerned with
system-functioning
under desired
conditions

Assumes systems are static

Prioritizes building
system capacity to
respond to external
disturbances

Understands systems
are dynamic

Sustainability vs. Resiliency:
U.S. 34 BIG THOMPSON CANYON

SUSTAINABLE
-

Original conﬁguration maintained
operation for non-ﬂood conditions
Original conﬁguration did not consider
social resiliency

RESILIENT
-

New design enables adaptation
to major ﬂood events
New design considers social
resiliency

Methods
Spring 2019

Summer 2019

Fall 2019

Literature review and interviews with
environmental professionals

JCOS staﬀ engagement workshops

Colorado Open Space Alliance
Conference presentation

National Outdoor Recreation Conference
poster presentation

Field-based learning at JCOS parks
and properties
Writing of framework and scorecard

Staﬀ testing of framework
and scorecard

Components of Resiliency Planning:
Identifying Shocks and Stressors
Vulnerability: The quality or state of being
exposed to the possibility of being attacked
or harmed, either physically or emotionally
Shock: Direct disturbance (e.g., wildﬁre,
ﬂooding, economic downturn, etc.)
Stressor: Indirect disturbance (e.g.,
drought, overgrazing, demographic shifts,
visitor behavior, etc.)

What types of
shocks or
stressors does
your
organization
face?

1.
2.

Text CUMENV767 to 37607 to
join session
Then text your message

JCOS Working Deﬁnition of Resiliency
The ability of Jeﬀerson County Open Space (JCOS) to
rebound, positively adapt to, or thrive amidst changing
conditions or challenges - including social,
environmental, and biological shocks or stressors.
A resilient JCOS will maintain the preservation of open
space and parkland, protect park and natural
resources, and provide healthy, nature-based
experiences for present and future generations.

JCOS
Resiliency
Framework
Objectives

●

Establish a deﬁnition and
vision of resiliency

●

Evaluate relevant shocks and
stressors within JCOS

●

Provide guidelines for
increasing resilience within
the open space system,
including a resilience scoring
matrix (The Scorecard)

Thinking about resiliency, what is
your organization’s vision?

Forest Management Project: Flying J Ranch Park
Hypothetical Scoring Exercise

Forest Management Project: Flying J Ranch Park
Hypothetical Scoring Exercise

Section 1: Risk
Section 1: Risk
Shocks and
Stressors

Please identify the items listed below:
Wildﬁre, drought, forest pests, climate change

Vulnerabilities

Stands of overgrown, crowded trees; surrounding
private land that is untreated

Consequences

Catastrophic wildﬁre with large impacts on forests
and human safety; greater chances of wildﬁre;
negative impacts on forest health and visitor
experience

Scoring System
Section 2: Breaking Down the Scoring System
Scoring Guidelines
-6 to -4

-3 to -1

0

1 to 3

4 to 6

Project
Project
Project mildly Project does Project mildly
signiﬁcantly
signiﬁcantly
harms
not aﬀect
promotes
harms
promotes
diversity of
diversity of
diversity of
diversity of
diversity of
native species native species native species
native species
native species

Features of Resiliency
Resilience Feature

Deﬁnitions

Examples

Diversity

Multiple, unique components of a system that serve
similar functions – therefore enabling diverse
responses to shocks and stressors.

- Diversity of native species

Section 2: Resilience Score
Diversity: To what degree does this project impact ecological diversity within the JCOS park system?

Criteria

Score
(-6 to +6)

Weight
Factor

Total
Score

Scoring Guidelines
-6 to -4

Native Species

Habitats

Diversity
Score:

4

3

2

1

8

3
11

-3 to -1

0

1 to 3

4 to 6

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
mildly
mildly signiﬁcantly
signiﬁcantly
does not
harms
promotes promotes
harms
aﬀect
diversity of
diversity diversity of
diversity of
native
native
of native
native
native species
species
species
species
species
Project
signiﬁcantly
decreases
habitat
diversity

out of 18

Project
mildly
decreases
habitat
diversity

Project
Project
Project
does not
mildly signiﬁcantly
aﬀect
promotes promotes
habitat
habitat
habitat
diversity diversity
diversity

Please provide a detailed justiﬁcation for this
score:
The project increases native diversity
primarily in the understory and opening up
areas to increase light for grasses, ﬂowers,
fungi, etc. The project goal is for wildlife
diversity to increase since more species will
use the treated areas; however minor
reductions in tree diversity are likely as a
result of the project.

The project mostly focuses on

enhancing existing habitat, not
necessarily creating new habitats.

Features of Resiliency
Resilience Feature

Deﬁnitions

Examples

Diversity

Multiple, unique components of a system that serve
similar functions – therefore enabling diverse
responses to shocks and stressors.

- Diversity of native species

Connectivity

Physical or functional patterning that supports
continuity of resources, experiences, and
infrastructure design – therefore allowing
management strategies to consider the “larger
picture.”

- Habitat connectivity

Connectivity: To what degree does this project impact ecological connectivity within the JCOS park system?
Criteria

Score
Weight
(-6 to +6) Factor

Total
Score

Scoring Guidelines
-6 to -4

Functional
Connectivity

Physical
Connectivity

Connectivity
Score:

3

4

1

2

-3 to -1

0

1 to 3

4 to 6

Please provide a detailed justification for
this score:

3

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
significantly
mildly
does not
mildly
significantly
harms
harms
affect
promotes
promotes
functional
functional
functional functional
functional
connectivity connectivity connectivity connectivity connectivity

8

Project areas physically connect to past
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
treatment areas, creating a landscape
significantly
mildly
does not
mildly
significantly scale fuel break. As a result, surrounding
harms
harms
affect
promotes
promotes neighborhoods are more protected from a
physical
physical
physical
physical
physical
fire in the park, and the park is more
connectivity connectivity connectivity connectivity connectivity protected from a fire in the
neighborhoods.

11

out of 18

Habitat enhancement for wildlife will
benefit many species of birds and insects
that will be able to move from patch to
patch, even if there are some untreated
areas between patches.

Features of Resiliency
Resilience Feature

Deﬁnitions

Examples

Diversity

Multiple, unique components of a system that serve
similar functions – therefore enabling diverse
responses to shocks and stressors.

- Diversity of native species

Connectivity

Physical or functional patterning that supports
continuity of resources, experiences, and
infrastructure design – therefore allowing
management strategies to consider the “larger
picture.”

- Habitat connectivity

Redundancy

Fail-safe mechanisms that ensure that if a component
of a system fails, another component may take its
place – therefore promoting adequate responses to
shocks and stressors.

- Redundant ecosystem services

Redundancy: To what degree does this project impact ecological redundancy within the JCOS park system?
Criteria

Score
(-6 to +6)

Weight
Factor

Total
Score

Scoring Guidelines
-6 to -4

Ecosystem
Services

Redundancy
Score:

1

1

1

Project
signiﬁcantly
decreases
ecosystem
services

1

out of 6

-3 to -1

Project
mildly
decreases
ecosystem
services

0

1 to 3

4 to 6

Please provide a detailed justiﬁcation for
this score:

Ecosystem services that are being
enhanced through this project include:
Project
Project
Project
carbon sequestration, recreation, and
does not
mildly
signiﬁcantly
human health and safety. Since this
aﬀect
increases
increases
project is only within one park, it does
ecosystem ecosystem ecosystem
not have a large impact on the overall
services
services
services
redundancy of ecosystem services in
the park system.

Section 3: How does this project allow JCOS to be more adaptive to relevant ecological shocks and
stressors?

Project directly reduces risk of catastrophic wildﬁre and increases
forest health. Healthier forests are less vulnerable to drought, forest
pests, and the long-term eﬀects of climate change.

Section 4: Broader Impacts
Question

Score
Weight
(-6 to +6) Factor

Total
Score

Scoring Guidelines
-6 to -4

To what degree
does this
project impact
social
resiliency?

To what degree
does this
project impact
built
infrastructure
resiliency?

3

1

Total Score for
Section 4:
Project Resilience Score:

2

1

-3 to -1

0

Project mildly
promotes
social
resiliency

4 to 6

Project
signiﬁcantly
promotes
social
resiliency

6

Project
Project mildly
signiﬁcantly
harms social
harms social
resiliency
resiliency

1

Project
Project
Project does Project mildly
Project mildly
signiﬁcantly
signiﬁcantly
not aﬀect
promotes
harms built
promotes
harms built
built
built
infrastructure
built
infrastructure
infrastructure infrastructure
resiliency
infrastructure
resiliency
resiliency
resiliency
resiliency

7

out of 18

30 out of 60

Project does
not aﬀect
social
resiliency

1 to 3

Please provide a detailed
justiﬁcation for this score:
In the short term, visitor
experiences are impacted
negatively by rolling park
closures and aesthetics of
forest treatment project. In the
long term, all visitors beneﬁt
from reduced wildﬁre risk and
healthier forest ecosystems. In
addition, surrounding
neighborhoods also beneﬁt
from reduced wildﬁre risk.
Built infrastructure at the park
is minimal (restrooms, kiosks,
pavillion), but project helps
protect these from wildﬁre.

Wrapping it up:

●

What kind(s) of projects would this
scorecard help evaluate within
your organization?

●

How would you use resiliency to
address the management
challenges discussed earlier?

Thank You!
Victoria Arling: victoria.arling@colorado.edu
Emily Gear: emily.gear@colorado.edu
Madeleine Green: madeleine.green@colorado.edu
Kate Oetheimer: kate.oetheimer@colorado.edu
Katrina Pickering: katrina.pickering@colorado.edu
Christine Zenel: christine.zenel@colorado.edu

